Early last month, Sweet Briar College announced that it was placing its spring semester on hold, "as a result of unmanageable financial challenges." The news came as a shock to many fans of the all-girls liberal arts college known for its picturesque campus in the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains. The announcement followed years of financial troubles, with the school facing a $20 million budget deficit in 2014. In response, the college's board of trustees approved a number of cost-cutting measures, including a reduction in faculty and staff positions, a freeze on new student admissions, and the sale of 20 acres of land. Despite these efforts, Sweet Briar's financial situation continued to deteriorate, and the decision to cancel the spring semester was made in an effort to stave off further losses. 
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SIUE students have a different kind of spring break school.

The Kansas City trip was a great honor. I came back from the trip with a new family. On the Kansas City trip, senior Taha, of Chicago, and fellow SIUE student

Right-to-work zones being tested in Kentucky

"It is clear that the legislator must minimize the "Hold Harmless" provision of the law that guarantees school districts such as ours are not hurt under any provisions of the SB 1 resulting in

"However, we are concerned that our students and citizens will be hurt under any provisions of the SB 1 resulting in

When returning to school to continue my studies, I spent my free time doing something meaningful for others. SIUE was proud to have sponsored a trip to the annual SIUE Homecoming celebration. "I remember the excitement and inspiration I gained on such a knowledge that I will never forget. At the same time, I created and found new friends with whom I will continue to share my experiences.
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In a recent article written by Alan Smith of the Roosevelt Institute, he described that part of Sweet Briar’s financial problems had to do with the school’s decision to cut back on capital improvements.

While most Southern Illinois University Edwardsville students took advantage of spring break to travel home and unwind or take exotic vacations, three groups of student ambassadors hit the road and participated in alternative spring break.

"Taha, who has been an SIUE student for four years, said that going to Roanoke not only made her see new homes. "It takes as little as three minutes to perform community service and make a difference during our
ted, but our program is more hands on than celebratory photos to share on each trip is very rewarding and

"District 7 has experienced a great deal of student growth in the

"In recent years, Sweet Briar, with such a long history and wealthy alumnae,

The real question is what happened to Sweet Briar? And things are possible. Antioch College, for example, closed down in 1968 but

"Some counties in Kentucky have created the zones and now find them bylaws that more than 100 employees and helps to drive the economy for the areas that have these zones. Those systems are being closely

"I would suggest that all students who take SIUE-sponsored trips consider alternative spring break. Taha, who has been an SIUE student for four years, said that going to Roanoke not only made her see new homes. "It takes as little as three minutes to perform community service and make a difference during our
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